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Enter the world of Ubbi where innovative 
products are designed and created with 
parents and children in mind. Under the 
Ubbi name, you will find unique, quality 
products that are easy to use, helping to 
simplify parents’ lives while keeping 
babies as happy and safe as can be.

Thanks to its award-winning can of 
steel, Ubbi is now a recognized brand 
worldwide. The Ubbi diaper pail is 
renowned for its ability to achieve 
maximum odor control and appreciated 
for offering the convenience and value 
of utilizing any standard trash bag or 
reusable cloth liner, a breakthrough in the 
diaper disposal market. With the same 
customer focused philosophy and 

innovative design capabilities, the 
Ubbi brand has expanded its signature 
diapering selection and extended into 
the bath and feeding categories. A wide 
range of Ubbi branded products is now 
available for today’s modern parents 
who are looking for stylish and functional 
baby essentials.

From concept to final creation, the 
Ubbi team works together every step 
of the way to bring the best in design 
and value. The input of every member 
of the team is taken into account in the 
development of the Ubbi products, but 
consumer input is the most important as 
customer satisfaction is our primary goal.

about us
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diapering and toilet 
training collection
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diaper pail
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features:diaper pail
The Ubbi diaper pail is made of powder-coated steel to achieve 
maximum odor control. It is equipped with rubber seals that are 
strategically designed to lock in odors as well as a sliding lid that 
minimizes air disruption, keeping the smell inside the pail. To meet 
the needs of today's eco-conscious parents, this award-winning 
nursery essential offers the convenience and value of utilizing 
any standard trash bag or reusable cloth liner. This feature makes 
it the easiest disposal system to load, use, empty and clean. 
Offering a modern and sophisticated twist to a once very industrial 
product, the sleek Ubbi diaper pail includes a child-proof lock and 
is available in an array of 12 colors and 5 patterns. All the style and 
none of the smell — a promising solution for every nursery.

• powder-coated steel
• rubber seals
• innovative sliding lid
• no special bags required
• eco-friendly
• childproof safety lock
• safe, convenient and economical
• easy to load, use, empty and clean
• holds up to 55 diapers
• award-winning design
• available in 12 colors and 5 patterns
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25 plastic bags 
10085

cloth diaper pail liner 
10082

2 cloth diaper pail liners (twin pack) 
10083

Although the Ubbi diaper pail does not require special refill 
bags, the Ubbi line does have an eco-friendly plastic bag 
option. Each box of purple 13-gallon liners is made of 20% 
recycled material. These eco-friendly plastic bags aren’t a 
must, just a plus!

• 13-gallon (49.2L) capacity
• contains 20% recycled material
• made for the Ubbi diaper pail  
   (but will fit many others)-

plastic bags
The Ubbi cloth liner is what eco-friendly parents need to store 
their cloth diapers. The TPU coated fabric material not only 
makes it resilient, but also water and odor resistant to prevent 
leakage and dripping. The Ubbi cloth liner has a 7-gallon 
capacity, which equals an average of 35 cloth diapers. It is 
equipped with a doorknob hanger and a practical drawstring 
closure for easy carrying. The Ubbi cloth liner is eco-friendly so, 
while it appears to be white in color, it is as green as can be.

cloth diaper pail liner

features:

features:
• 7-gallon (26.4L) capacity
• eco-friendly 
• washable and reusable 
• waterproof     

• drawstring closure
• doorknob hanger
• odor resistant
• PVC free           

75 plastic bags (triple pack) 
10086

$50 $100 $150 $200

Leading 
Brands 

$

$ $ $ $

$124

$212

Ubbi diaper pail does not
require special bags

Based on 3 year cost of ownership. Ubbi diaper pail using regular  
tall kitchen bags vs. Leading Brands that require special refill bags.
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3-in-1 potty
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The Ubbi 3-in-1 potty combines functionality and design providing 
parents with the convenience of a single product throughout all 
the phases of potty training and beyond: 1) potty 2) toilet trainer           
3) step stool. The potty has a built-in splashguard and a deep inner 
bowl that is easy to clean and remove. Ergonomically designed for 
comfort, the toilet trainer has integrated handles for an added sense 
of stability and security with a non-skid edge that is contoured 
to safely hold the child in place when on the potty or on the toilet. 
The potty rests on a contemporary bottom that stays firmly on 
the floor without sliding around, converting into a practical        
stand-alone step stool.

features:

3-in-1 potty
• 3 products in 1:  
   potty, toilet trainer and step stool
• built-in splashguard
• removable inner bowl
• easy to clean and to use
• compact and portable
• PVC, BPA and Phthalate free
• available in navy and gray
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The Ubbi toilet trainer is engineered with soft lines for comfort and 
simplicity. It is equipped with an adjuster that allows a secure 
and easy fit on most standard and elongated toilet seats. It has 
integrated handles for an added sense of stability and security 
with a non-skid edge that is contoured to safely hold the child 
in place. The toilet trainer also has a built-in splashguard and a 
practical hanger for extra convenience. 

toilet trainer
• easy adjuster to fit most toilet seats
• convenient hanger
• built-in splashguard
• easy to clean and to use
• compact and portable
• PVC, BPA and Phthalate free
• available in navy and gray

features:

1011210111
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The Ubbi step stool has a non-slip rubber surface and a rubber 
contour to prevent it from sliding, allowing the child to stand 
safely. Sturdy and stable, it helps children to reach higher and can 
support adults up to 200lbs/90kg. Made with rounded curves 
and a contemporary design, the Ubbi step stool is easy to clean, 
convenient and attractive.

• non-slip rubber surface
• non-skid contour
• sturdy and stable
• easy to clean and to use
• compact and portable
• PVC, BPA and Phthalate free
• available in navy and gray

step stool
features:

1012210121
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diaper caddy and
wipes dispenser
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diaper caddy
The Ubbi diaper caddy provides parents with convenience, 
durability and accessibility by having all the diapering supplies 
organized in one portable storing unit. Made of sturdy plastic,the 
Ubbi diaper caddy has two main compartments for diapers and 
wipes, with a drawer for smaller items and a fitted space that 
includes a comfortable and easy-to-clean changing mat. The caddy 
also has an integrated handle and non-skid rubber feet allowing 
it to be carried around or stay safely in one place. While the Ubbi 
diaper caddy can store most disposable wipes dispensers, it was 
cleverly designed with a window that matches the Ubbi branded 
wipes dispenser’s window for parents to know when they are 
running low on wipes.

• holds an average of 8 diapers
• convenient window  
  to monitor quantity of wipes
• fits standard wipes dispensers
• includes soft changing mat
• drawer to store smaller items
• integrated handle for easy carrying
• non-skid protective rubber feet
• PVC, BPA & Phthalate free
• available in navy, gray, black, and light pink

features:

1013510132 1013410131
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wipes dispenser
The Ubbi wipes dispenser is designed to make diaper changing 
duty easier allowing parents to pull one wipe at a time. Built to store 
a standard pack of wipes, including cloth wipes, the Ubbi wipes 
dispenser fits perfectly in most diaper caddies. The dispenser is 
equipped with non–skid feet, a rubber seal that keeps the wipes 
fresh and moist as well as a clear window allowing the user to  
monitor the quantity of wipes left.

• fits most diaper caddies
• wipes come out one at a time
• rubber seal to keep wipes fresh and moist
• window to monitor quantity of wipes
• non-skid protective rubber feet
• holds standard pack of wipes
• fitted for most cloth wipes
• PVC, BPA & Phthalate free
• available in navy, gray, white, black 
  and light pink

features:
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bath collection
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bath storage
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features:
• 2 part bin and base
• large draining holes allowing for 
     fast drying time
• sized to hold a variety of bath toys
• compact storage for bath toys
• convenient whimsical handle
• easy to rinse and clean
• dishwasher safe
• PVC, BPA and Phthalate free
• available in 2 colors: gray and 
   robin’s egg blue

The Ubbi toy drying bin is designed with ingenuity in mind. This 
free standing bin allows you to conveniently contain bath toy 
clutter. Simply scoop the toys out of the tub using the whimsical 
handles and place the bin on its base. The large holes in the bin 
allow for fast drying, and the base collects excess water that can 
be poured out later. Easy to use and wash, this drying bin makes 
bath time clean up a breeze. 

bath toy drying bin

1051210510
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extendable bath 
toy organizer
The Ubbi extendable bath toy organizer keeps your bath time 
necessities tidy and clean. The practical design is adjustable to 
fit the length of most tubs so you can have toys, soap, shampoo, 
and more in one accessible place. Draining holes allow for your 
bath time essentials to dry and be stored away at the same time.

features:
• adjustable length fits most tubs
• holds all of your bath time necessities
• draining holes to get rid of excess water
• rubberized to keep organizer secure and
   stable on bathtub ledge
• 2 part organizer nests together for 
   easy storage
• dishwasher safe
• PVC, BPA and Phthalate free
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bath toys
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The Ubbi squeeze toys are perfectly sized for those little hands to 
squeeze and squirt; to open, fill, close and pour; and to mix and 
match! These colorful and soft sea critters promise unlimited fun 
squirting outside of the water and bubbling under the water. Twist 
them open and close for easy cleaning to eliminate potential risk 
of mold development. 

features:
• set of 4: green penguin, yellow pufferfish,    
    blue whale and red octopus
• interchangeable top and bottom pieces
• twist open and closed to prevent mold
• squeeze and squirt water out
• age 9+ months
• dishwasher safe
• PVC, BPA and Pthalate free

squeeze toys

whalepenguin pufferfish octopus

10530
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stackable pour toys
The Ubbi stackable pour cups are designed to enhance creative 
and imaginative play in the bathtub. Let them splash, float, fill and 
pour with their new bath time friends. The fun never stops with 
these colorful shark and dolphin cups, which even stack together 
for easy storage when bath time ends.

features:
• set of 3 dolphins: blue, yellow, pink
• set of 3 sharks: blue, green, orange
• fill, pour, float and stack
• age 9+ months
• dishwasher safe
• PVC, BPA and Phthalate free

10520
dolphins

10521
sharks
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feeding collection
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tweat snack 
container
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The Ubbi Tweat is an innovative snack container that combines 
playfulness and functionality making snack time enjoyable for 
both parents and children. Fitted for a small child’s hand, the bird 
shaped Ubbi Tweat stores and seals snacks to keep them fresh. 
Cleverly designed, the lid remains attached when open and the 
weighted base leans and wobbles to prevent the container from 
tipping over. The Tweat opening has a practical soft spill guard 
and is large enough for easy snack access.

• large enough opening for easy 
    snack access
• soft spill guard
• attached lid
• interactive weight base leans and wobbles
• rubber seal to keep the contents fresh
• 9oz/250ml
• 12m+ months
• PVC, BPA and Phthalate free
• available in hot pink, robin's egg blue,       
   orange, green and red

tweat snack 
container

features:

10400 10402 10403 10404
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nursery collection
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muslin blanket 
buddies
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The Ubbi muslin blanket buddy is a 2-in-1 convertible stuffed 
animal that transforms into a blanket making it the perfect 
companion. The blanket buddies are meant to inspire fun and 
creative playtime and can easily transition to cuddly naptime at 
any time or place. The muslin blanket buddies quickly change 
from stuffed animal to blanket and back again preventing it from 
dragging on the floor, collecting dirt and being tripped over, 
keeping baby safe and parents happy.

• 40” x 40” (100cm x 100cm) prewashed, 
100% cotton muslin blanket                     

• soft, breathable, easy-to-carry
• light-weight, comfortable, multi-functional
• set of 2 jungle animals: cheetah and zebra
• set of 2 woodland animals: beaver and fox
• set of 2 household animals: cat and dog

muslin
blanket buddies features:

10700 10702
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Australia
Bloom & Grow Australia 
Suite 1.10, 56 Delhi Road 
North Ryde NSW 2113 
Tel: +612 8069 8951 
Web: www.bloomandgrow.com.au 
Email: trade@bloomandgrow.com.au

Japan
Nihon Ikuji Co., Ltd. 
Midosuji SG-Bldg 3F 
3-6-1 Bakurou-Machi 
Chuo-Ku, Osaka 
Japan 541-0059 
Tel: +81 6 6251. 420 
Web: www.nihonikuji.co.jp

Russia
OOO Prizma 
Tiushina str 11  
191119 Saint-Petersburg 
Russia 
Tel: +7 812 406 01 56 
Web: www.prizma-co.ru 
Email: info@prizma-co.ru

Poland
Mablo 
ul. Słoneczna 8  
55-330 Żurawiniec 
Poland 
Tel: +48 605 152 222 
Web: www.mablo.pl 
Email: biuro@mablo.pl

Asia
Bloom & Grow LTD 
6/F Pacific Plaza 
410 Des Voeux Road West 
Western District, Hong Kong 
Tel: +852 2815 0585 
Fax: +852 2815 0586 
Email: hongkong@bloomandgrowasia.com 
Email: macau@bloomandgrowasia.com 
Email: taiwan@bloomandgrowasia.com

Germany
Sales Europe                                                
Ubbi World 
Prinzenallee 7 
40549 Düsseldorf  
Deutschland/Germany 
Tel: +49 211 52391490 
Mobile: +49 171 8271806                                                   
Fax: +29 211 52391200 
Email: germany@ubbiworld.com

contact us
 
Ubbi 
Pearhead, Inc.
67 35th Street
6th Floor, Section BSE
Brooklyn, NY 11201

 718 422 0592
 718 422 0594 (fax)

 www.ubbiworld.com 

 sales@ubbiworld.com

 www.facebook.com/enterubbiworld

 www.twitter.com/ubbiworld

 www.instagram.com/ubbiworld

 www.pinterest.com/ubbiworld

Canada
Oyaco Products Inc. 
3125 16th Street NE 
Calgary, AB 
T2E 7K8 
Tel: 1 866 768 4224 
Fax: 403 250 7838 
Web: www.oyaco.com 
Email: info@oyaco.com

Lebanon & Jordan
M&B sari 
Moms & Babies Building 
Youssel el Hayek Street 
Sin el Fil-Jisr el Wati 
Beirut-Lebanon 
Tel: +961 1 492360 
Fax: + 961 1 492380 
Web: www.momsandbabies.com 
Email: zeina@mandbco.com

France
Lilikim 
53 Avenue Carnot 
ZI Neuville industrie 
69250 Neuville-sur-saône                                                          
France                                                   
Tel: +33 (0) 4 78 34 84 23 
Web: www.lilikim.com 

South Africa
Step South 
Postnet Suite 160 
Private Bag X51 
Rivonia 2128 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
Tel: +27 0 82 924 2043 
Web: www.stepsouth.co.za 
Email: info@stepsouth.co.za

Slovenia
Prolat D.o.o. 
Praproce 9 
8210 Trebnje 
Slovenia 
HX3 5AX, UK 
Tel: 38673.044555 
Web: www.prolat.si 
Email: info@prolat.si

Mexico
Simón Dice 
Punto i Coma 
Monte Himalaya 815, 
esquina con Monte Líbano 
Lomas de Chapultepec, México DF 
Tel: 55 21675007 
Web: simondice.com.mx 
Email: contacto@simondice.com.mx

Middle East
Dutch Kid FZCO 
Office 107 Matloob Bldg. 2 
Al Safa 1, Sheikh Zayed Rd. 
PO Box 333741 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Tel: +971 0 4 323 2500 loc. 109 
Fax: +971 0 4 323 2900 
Web: www.dutchkid.com

Belgium, Netherlands,   
& Luxemburg  
Jamak 
Minervum 7320 
4817 ZD Breda 
Tel: +31 0 76 514 80 46 
Web: www.jamak.nl 
Email: info@jamak.nl 

Scandinavia
ReiRei 
Gamla Tanneforsvägen 17A  
582 54 Linköping 
Sweden 
Web: reirei.se 
Email: sales@reirei.se




